INTRODUCTION
Making investigations in bulk queues on the unes of Bailey (1954), , Conolly (1960) and Foster (1961) , Sharda (1968) finds the transient state queue length probabilities of an intermittent MI (X) /G m /l System assuming the capacity ofthe server, a randoin variable in the model, to be fixed. According to the assumption, the size ofthe batch is determined at the beginning of each service and is either equal to the total number of units waiting or to the capaeity of the service channel, determined afresh before each service, whichever is less.
The probability that the service channel can serve y units is Uj where 2^ «/ = !• The idea that the capacity may vary, in phases, with the queue length provides grounds for further investigations made in this paper. Sharda's results have been shown to follow as a particular case. As is evident from its nature the model will be found to apply to many practical situations.
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where £ c t -1. The batches are preordered for service.
2. The queue discipline is first come first served. 3. The capacity of the service channel is a random variable and has k + 1 phases, each phase operating over a definite length-range of the queue. A phase is designated as the /th phase (/ = O, 1, k) 9 the Oth phase being the lower most. When the capacity is in the lth phase the maximum size of the service batch is M v The capacity remains in the /th phase so long as the queue length is less than M t + t (/ =-0,1, k -l) and steps to the / + lth phase as soon as the queue length becomes M l+1 . Of course M 1 < M l+1 . The capacity opérâtes in the highest phase, that is, the kih phase for a queue ^ M k . The size of the batch is determined at the beginning of each service and is either equal to the total number of units waiting or to the capacity of the service channel determined afresh before each service, whichever is less. The probability that the service channel can serve j units in the /th phase of its capacity is uf® where
Service time of each batch is genera! with the probability density D(x). 7](x)
A is the first order conditional probability that the corresponding service will be completed in time x and x + A if the same has not been completed till time x. T)(JC) is related to D(x) by the relation 4. The server is intermittently available, the availability distribution being negatively exponentiel with mean-i?" 1 .
Define : Pfy =• = probability that there are n units in the queue at time t and the server is «free» in relation to the queue, i.e., there is neither a unit in service nor is any to be taken at that intant. P*j*jp -probability that there are n units waiting in the queue at time / and the server is « Busy » in relation to the queue and that the time passed since the service started lies between x and x + A. « Busy » in relation to the queue means that a batch is being served or else the same is to be taken for service just then.
For the initial condition, we décide to reckon time from the instant when there is no unit in the queue and the server is free in relation to the queue. Thus The relèvent boundary condition js obtained from the fact that at the moment of taking a batch for service, there should be n units waiting in the queue and the server should be free in relation to the queue. Thus we have
We define the Laplace transforms as follows :
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Taking the Laplace transforms of (2)-(7) and using (1) we have : Define the following generating functions :
Muitiplying (9) by a n , summing over all n and using (10) and (15) we have : Multiplying (14)]by a n , summing over all n and using (13) and (15) 
